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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Alzheimer’s disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APP</td>
<td>amyloid precursor protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLB</td>
<td>dementia with Lewy bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTI</td>
<td>diffusion tensor imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>Functional Assessment Staging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTD</td>
<td>frontotemporal dementia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDS</td>
<td>Global Deterioration Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBD</td>
<td>Lewy body dementias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCI</td>
<td>mild cognitive impairment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>Mini Mental State Examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTL</td>
<td>medial temporal lobe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAA</td>
<td>N-acetylaspartate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCD</td>
<td>obsessive-compulsive disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDD</td>
<td>Parkinson’s disease dementia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSRIs</td>
<td>selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All index entries relate to older people and psychiatric disorders unless otherwise indicated. vs denotes differential diagnosis or comparisons.

### 10/66 Dementia Research Group

- dementia criteria 204–205
- dementia impact 722–723
- dementia prevalence in low-/middle-income countries 720, 721, 722
- South Asia 730
- impact of care in South Asia 731
- physical/mental contribution to disability 722–723

### 14-3-3 protein

- 374

### Abdomen

- examination 119
- abdominal pain, examination 119
- absorption, drugs 55, 537, 679
- abuse, of older people see elder abuse accidents, fatal, bereavement considerations 556
- accommodation (housing), concerns, suicidal behaviour 561
- accommodation (ocular), assessment 120
- Accountable Care Organizations 773
- Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME)
- review of training program structure 858
- training program requirements 857–858
- ACE see Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination (ACE)

### Acupuncture

- memory improvement 405, 407, 738

### Acute stress reaction

- clinical features and causes 761
- differential diagnosis 640, 641–642
- therapy 640–641
- adaptation to functional decline 29
- in successful ageing 71

### ACE inhibitors, lithium interactions

- 581

### Adenoviral vectors

- 336

### Adrenocortical axis

- age-related changes 47

### Adrenopause

- 47

### Adrenergic system

- β-adrenergic receptors
- age-related reduced function 57–58
- antagonists see beta-blockers
- adrenocortical axis, age-related changes 47
- adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) 47
- adrenopause 47

### ADetailing

- management 199
- ADRQL measure 187
- childhood, stages 560
- adult stem cell niche 330, 332
- see also neurogenic stem cell niche
- advance care planning 840–841
- advance decisions to refuse treatment (ADRTs) 841–842
- advanced glycation endproducts (AGE) 271–272
- advance directives 411, 769
- instructional 411
- advanced therapeutic technologies 334–338
- advance patient statements 840
- adverse drug reactions (ADRs) 58
- see also specific drug groups
- advocacy service 852

### Adaptations/aids

- in rehabilitation 811
- used in private psychiatric hospitals 796

### Adaptive plasticity

- 42, 43

### Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination (ACE)

- 130–131, 132
- ACE-R 130
- language subtests 131–132
- adenovirus (HAV) 331, 336
- adenohypophysis 45–47
- adenosine, pharmacodynamics 58
- adrenoviral vectors 336
- adjustment, after bereavement 557
- adjustment disorder 510, 642
- classification 642
- clinical features 642
- with depressed mood 459, 566
- diagnostic feature 612
- differential diagnosis, PTSD 641
- stressful life events and 499, 642
- treatment 642
- adjustment reactions, long-term care placement 791–792
- Administration on Aging (AoA) 421, 422
- Admiral Nurse service 9, 811
- α2-adrenoceptor agonist, delirium management 199
- Adenosine 45–47
- Adenovirus 336
- Adrenocortical axis 47
- Adrenopause 47
- ADRQL 187
- Advanced directives 411, 769
- Instructural 411
- Advanced therapeutic technologies 334–338
- Advance patient statements 840
- Adverse drug reactions (ADRs) 58
- See also Specific drug groups
- Advocacy service 852
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affective disorders see bipolar disorder; depression; mania; mood disorders

Africa
cognitive impairment 735
dementia mortality 734
dementia prevalence 721, 734
demographics 734
depression prevalence 485, 486, 734
treatment of mental illness 735

age
dementia incidence, Lundby study 222, 223
as dementia risk factor 209, 238, 271
depression aetiology 617–618
AGECAT 174, 175, 617
cross-cultural validity of depression assessment 718
see also GMS-AGECAT
age discrimination 525

ageing 83
biological see biological ageing biomarkers 65
cellular and molecular effect 55
chronological 65
concepts 65
fear of 495
functional see functional ageing
global burden see demographics and ageing

‘intrinsic’/‘extrinsic’ factors affecting AD risk 271

normal see normal ageing
as physiological dynamic process 36
plasticity 65
statistics see demographics and ageing
successful see successful ageing
variability 65
whole of life approach 561

ageing biology
human syndromes elucidating 51–52
lower organism evidence 52–53

ageing theories
biological 51–52
medical model 61

ageism 565

age-related cognitive decline 209, 342
dementia vs 201, 209
tau tangles 259
see also normal ageing

aggressive behaviour 553

Alzheimer’s disease 229
during assistance with personal care 761, 762
benzodiazepines causing 627
in care homes 697
dementia 229, 695
forensic history-taking 112
management in NHS continuing care 762
see also behavioural disturbances

agitation
Alzheimer’s disease 229, 312
benzodiazepines causing 627
depression with dementia 553
management in ICU 199
see also delirium

agnosia, Alzheimer’s disease 227
agonists, drug 57
akathisia 702
albumin, drug binding 56, 679
alcohol
abstinence 667
age-related use decline 672, 674
benzodiazepine interactions 627, 682
cognitive performance and 676
daily amounts drunk 673
disability risk with 676
drug interactions 627, 665, 671, 680
effects in elderly 665–666, 671–672
heavy consumption see alcohol abuse, heavy drinking
increased sensitivity in elderly 665–666, 675
light to moderate consumption 666, 667, 674
advantages, nutritional 826
neurotoxicity mechanism 378
outcomes associated with use 675–676
prevalence of use 672, 679
recommended limits 672
tolerance to 666
use in depression 675
vulnerability to toxicity of 665, 671

alcohol abuse 665–670
by abusers of elderly people 836
age/time of onset 666, 674
assessment and screening 667, 673–674
benzodiazepine misuse with 681
causes/stressors 666, 674
criminal presentation 665, 666
crime associated 695
cultural aspects 668
definition of excessive drinking 673
detection/recognition 666–667, 673–674
failure to diagnose, reasons 673
detrimental effects 665–666, 671–672
DSM-IV 671
early-onset 666, 674
epidemiology 671–678
factors contributing to 666, 674
gender differences 672, 674
heavy drinking
factors associated 674
physical impairment 675
prevalence 672–673, 674
increased sensitivity in elderly 665–666, 671
late-onset 665, 666, 674
long-term remission 676
long-term solvent abuse synergism 380
loss of control in use 666
medical/geriatric admissions due to 673, 675
mild cognitive impairment 378, 379, 665
mood disorders due to 566, 675
mortality 666, 675
onset 666, 674–675
outcomes 675–676
paranoid delirium 600
physical conditions associated 665, 667, 675

prevalence 671–672

decline in use with age 672, 674
psychiatric co-morbidity 675
in psychiatric history-taking 111–112
rehabilitation 667
social decline 666–667
suicidal behaviour 560
thiamine deficiency synergistic action 379
treatment 667–668, 683
alcohol-deterring medication 668
withdrawal management 667
symptoms 666
alcohol dependence 666
alcoholic dementia 378–380
neuropathogenesis 378
Alcoholics Anonymous 668, 683, 801
alcohol misuse see alcohol abuse

Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) 667

allostasis 47
alstatic load 47
alpha-2 adrenergic agonist, delirium management 199

alpha rhythms in AD 38
decrease in ageing 38
in MCI 39

ALPHA study 213, 214
alpha synucleinopathies see Lewy body dementia spectrum
alprazolam 626

Alzheimer’s Association (AA) 422, 424
Alzheimer’s Caregiver Support Online 422, 424

Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
acupuncture effect 405
Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Assessment 131
advanced see Alzheimer’s disease (AD), severe
daetiology 723–724
affective disturbances 227–228
see also depression (geriatric) aggression 229
agitation 229, 312
amyloid-related synaptic dysfunction before neuron loss 437
anaesthetics effect 821
antemortem markers 299–303
brain imaging 301
genomics and proteomics 301–302
neurochemistry and neurotransmitters 299–300
systemic pathology 300–301
apathetic syndrome (apathy) 230, 308
APOE ε4 gene, risk with 210, 240, 723
see also apolipoprotein E allele e4 (APOE4)
apetite dysregulation 228–229, 826
atherosclerosis and 723
at-risk patients, AD-like functional patterns 29
autosomal dominant 240–244
behavioural disturbances 228, 229, 295, 312, 324
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) continued
management see behavioural management, in AD
see also under dementia;
neuropsychiatric symptoms (non-cognitive)
biomarkers 205, 299–303
brain functional changes 29–30
brain regions affected 29
burden in China 737
burden on elderly caregivers 557
see also family caregivers, stress
caregivers see caregivers/carers; family caregivers
cholinergic deficit 295, 299, 304, 703, 821–822
classification 238
DSM-IV 107
DSM-IV-TR 201
ICD-10 106
clinical features 226–231, 238
affective features 227–228, 324
behavioural problems 229, 324
neuropsychiatric symptoms 226–227
non-cognitive (non-cognitive)
death, causes 238
cumulative lifetime risk 246
EEG changes 38, 126
environmental factors 301, 723
epidemiology 208, 238
Lundby prevalence rates 222, 223
probability of contracting 222
race and gender affecting 246
see also Alzheimer’s disease (AD), prevalence
early stages
Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) 172
exercise benefits 407
Global Deterioration Scale (GDS) 163, 164–166
memory impairment 226
early-onset familial (EOAD) 238
early-onset (EOAD) vs late-onset (LOAD)
cortical mapping 264
FDG-PET patterns 259
see also Alzheimer’s disease (AD), prevalence
executive dysfunction 227, 239
executive dysfunction syndrome in 230
falls in 230, 763
familial (FAD) 252
molecular neuropathology 287–290
neurogenesis regulation 291
PS1 mutants 292
family history 238, 246
GDS/FAST and CDR scales 163, 166, 167
genes
APP gene mutations 127, 210, 240–242
location and inheritance 240
mutations 29, 127, 240–244
presenilin mutations 127, 210, 242–244
see also amyloid precursor protein (APP); apolipoprotein E allele ε4 (APOE4); presenilin 1; presenilin 2
genetics 51, 209–210, 238–251, 293, 301, 723
AD1 locus (APP) 240–242
AD2 locus (APP) 244–245
AD3 locus (PSEN1) 242
AD4 locus (PSEN2) 242–244
autosomal dominant disease 240–244
see also amyloid precursor protein (APP); apolipoprotein E (APOE); presenilin 1 (PSEN1); presenilin 2 (PSEN2)
genetic testing and counselling 245–246
neiromics 301–302
hallucinations see hallucinations
neuroeconomics, drug interventions 92
heterogeneity of 226
hippocampal neurogenesis 334
historical aspects 4–5
imaging
functional MRI studies 439–440
magnetic resonance spectroscopy 450–451
magnetoencephalography (MEG) 38–39
imaging (metabolic/molecular) 262
see [11C]PIB-PET 259
[18F]FDNNP-PET 259–260, 264, 265
FDG-PET 258–259
PET 258, 262
SPECT 257–258
incidence 238, 415
inflammatory response 300–301
insight reduced 228
language deficits 226–227, 393
late-onset (LOAD) 127, 238, 240, 246
FDG-PET patterns 259
genetics and risk factors 293
‘Leyw body variant’ 360
life expectancy 226, 838
lithium, neuroprotective action 583
long-term care 793
magnetoencephalography (MEG) changes 38–39
melatonin 300, 703
memory deficits 17, 204, 226, 393
mild, cholinesterase inhibitor initiation 306–307
molecular neuropathology 287–290, 287–294
APP 287–289
Aβ misfolding and oligomerization 290–291
calcium homeostasis disturbance 292
in familial AD 287–293
neurogenesis impairment 291
oxidative stress 292–293, 308
presenilins and γ-secretase 289
α-secretase 290
β-secretase 289–290
in sporadic late-onset AD 293
tau hyperphosphorylation 291
see also amyloid beta (Aβ); amyloid precursor protein (APP); secretases, APP cleavage
mortality rate 226
motor cortex organization 37
mouse models see mouse models
neurochemistry see neurochemistry
neuroimaging 301
neuronal loss
Functional Assessment Staging (FAST) 166, 167
nucleus of Meynert 295
neuropsychiatric symptoms see neuropsychiatric symptoms (non-cognitive)
neuropsychological assessment see neuropsychological assessment
neuroimaging pathology 300–301
praxis 227
predictors of progression from MCI 30
prevalence 226, 238, 415, 719, 720
China 737
South Asia 730
SUBJECT INDEX

USA 415, 421
prevention 205
prevention strategies 274–276, 723–724
diet and nutritional supplements 275
Ginkgo biloba 404
lifestyle factors 275–276
pharmacological 274–275
‘probable’ diagnosis 383
progression 226
[18F]FDDNP-PET 264, 265
progressively lowered stress threshold 324
protein abnormalities 300
see also tau
as a proteinopathy (Aβ) 377
proteomic markers 302
regenerative medicine application 331
proteomic markers 302

severity, A
severity assessment
severity, Aβ level associated 290
sever.' 290
severity assessment
CDR stages 163, 170–173
FAST stages 163, 166, 167
GDS stages 163, 164–166
sleep disturbances 230, 703
sporadic
genes associated 244–245
genetics and risk factors 293
staging see dementia, staging
suicidal behaviour and 560, 561, 806
synaptic plasticity 37
temporal lobe atrophy 266, 267, 268
theories/models 324
time course 163
treatment
alternative therapies/supplements 308–309
behavioural management see
behavioural management, in AD
in Down syndrome 284
effect on brain function 32
future therapies 309
pharmacological 304–311
regenerative medicine 331
see also cholinesterase inhibitors;
memantine
unmet needs model 324, 325
vascular dementia with 203, 208, 345
visuospatial deficits 39, 227, 393
without dementia 205
Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias
(ADRD) see Alzheimer’s disease (AD);
dementia
Alzheimer’s Disease Anti-inflammatory
Prevention Trial (ADAPT) 274
Alzheimer’s Disease Centers (ADCs) 422, 423
Alzheimer’s Disease China 738
Alzheimer’s Disease Cooperative Study
(ADCS) 320, 421, 422, 423
Alzheimer’s Disease Education and Referral
Center (ADERAR) 422, 423
Alzheimer’s Disease International 720, 721, 738
Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative
(ADNI) 262, 265, 268, 422, 423
Alzheimer’s disease societies (USA) 421–425
development 421
federal agencies 241–424
non-profit agencies 424
other supportive organizations 423, 425
patient and caregiver support
organizations 424–425
role and support from 421
Alzheimer’s Center of America (AFA) 422, 424
Alzheimer’s Reserach & Prevention
Foundation (ARPFF) 422, 424
Alzheimer’s Society (UK) 759, 764, 814
ambulatory psychiatric care 777–784
American Association of Geriatric
Psychiatry (AAGP) 774
American Federation for Aging Research
(AFAR) 423, 425
amiodarone, elimination half-life 57
amitriptyline, depression in Parkinson’s
disease 449
amnesia
complete generalized 643
dissociative 643
organic 643
see also memory impairment/deficits
AmpA Kines 297
amygdala
NAA increase in depression 449
volume reduction, recurrent depression 489
amyloid, cerebrovascular, [11C]PIB-PET
imaging 259
amyloid beta (Aβ) 239, 287
antibodies 253, 291
Aβ40 239, 240, 252, 281, 290
Aβ42 239, 240, 243, 252, 281, 290, 300
increased 241–242, 243
Aβ42 to Aβ40 ratio increased 240, 242, 243, 252, 290
β-sheet structure formation 287
binding to apoE 245
clearance 293
hypertension affecting 272
decreased in CSF, in AD 300
deposition
Alzheimer’s disease 239, 245, 265,
281, 291
Down syndrome 281
neuronal activity relationship 440
role 291
[18F]FDDNP-PET imaging 259
formation from APP see amyloid
precursor protein (APP)
formation prevention by α-secretase 290
glutameric transmission reduction 296
increased levels 287, 290
AD severity association 290
increased reactive oxygen/nitrogen species
due to 292–293
in Lewy body dementias 363
misfolding and oligomerization 290–291
anaesthetic agents causing 821
neurotoxicity prevention by antioxidants
293
role in AD 287–288
transgenic mouse models 252, 254–255,
291
vaccine, withdrawal 309
amyloid cascade hypothesis 252
amyloidosis, transgenic mouse models 252
amyloid beta (Aβ) 252, 254–255
amyloid plaques 218, 287
in Alzheimer’s disease 239
in Down syndrome 281
structure 239
amyloid precursor cleaving enzyme 1, β-site
(BACE1) see BACE1
amyloid precursor-like protein 1 (APLP1) 287, 289
amyloid precursor-like protein 2 (APLP2)
287, 289
amyloid precursor protein (APP) 239,
287–290
Alzheimer’s disease genetics 240–242
APP gene 254
alternative splicing 241
function and expression 240–241
location and structure 240, 241
mapping 240, 241
APP gene mutations 287–288, 301
Alzheimer’s disease 127, 210,
240–242
inheritance and clinical features 240
L723P mutation 241–242
‘London’ mutations 241, 254
missense mutations 240, 241
‘Swedish’ mutations 241, 252, 254, 290
V717I mutation 241
V717F mutation 241
amyloid precursor-like protein 1 (APLP1)
287, 289
amyloid precursor-like protein 2 (APLP2)
287, 289
amyloid precursor protein (APP) 239,
287–290
Alzheimer’s disease genetics 240–242
APP gene 254
alternative splicing 241
function and expression 240–241
location and structure 240, 241
mapping 240, 241
APP gene mutations 287–288, 301
Alzheimer’s disease 127, 210,
240–242
inheritance and clinical features 240
L723P mutation 241–242
‘London’ mutations 241, 254
missense mutations 240, 241
‘Swedish’ mutations 241, 252, 254, 290
V717F mutation 241
in OCD 634
pharmacokinetics 625
starting doses 625
apathy 499
Alzheimer’s disease 230
cholinesterase inhibitor effect 308
depression co-morbid with 228
Down syndrome 283
frontotemporal dementia 348
treatment in depression 470
apex beat, in examination 119
apha 1 genes 289
aphasia 132
apo-noe, sleep 703
apo-noea-hypo-noe index (AHI) 703
apolipoprotein E (APOE) 244–245,
281–282
Alzheimer’s disease risk 240, 244–245,
271, 273
see also apolipoprotein E allele ε4
(APOE4)
binding to aggregated Abβ 245
gene function and expression 244–245
gene location and structure 244, 245
gene testing and counselling 245–246
inheritance and clinical features 244
isofoms modulating lipid level for
neurons 245
late-life depression risk 461
polymorphisms 244, 245, 723
toxicity mechanism 244
apolipoprotein E allele ε2 (APOE2) 244
APOE 2/2 245
dementia incidence 217
dementia protective factor 210, 282
apolipoprotein E allele ε3 (APOE3) 244
APOE 3/3 245
APOE 3/4 245
dementia incidence 217
apolipoprotein E allele ε4 (APOE4) 29,
244, 245–246
AD risk 29, 127, 210, 271, 282, 293,
723
as antemortem marker 301
ever life experience interactions 273
predictive testing for E4 allele 410
risk with one allele 246
South Asia 730
vascular risk factors modified by 272
APOE 4/4 245–246
delirium pathophysiology 197
dementia incidence 217
depression with 567
suicidal behaviour 561
Down syndrome and 282
apoklesis 36
apparent volume of distribution (V) 55–56
APP carboxyl terminus fragments (AICD)
239, 288
appearance in Mental State Examination (MSE) 113
in physical examination 118
appetite dysregulation, Alzheimer’s disease 228–229, 826
apraxia ideational, Alzheimer’s disease 227
ideomotor, Alzheimer’s disease 227
Area Agencies on Aging (AAA) 424
Area Health Authorities 746
arginine-vasopressin (AVP)
age-related changes 48
inappropriate secretion 538
receptors 48
aripiprazole Alzheimer’s disease 314
bipolar disorder 582
dosage and adverse effects 313
effect on brain function 32
partial agonist at D2 receptors 57
in treatment-resistant depression 540
arrest, elderly offenders 696
arson 695
arterial spin label (ASL) imaging 435, 438
arteriosclerosis, historical aspects 4
cerebrovascular disease 344
artificial neural networks (ANNs) 39
Asia
depression incidence 486
depression prevalence 482–483,
483–485
see also East Asia; South Asia
Asians, in UK see South Asians (in UK)
Asp see BACE1
Asperger’s syndrome 696
assessment of mental health
ethnic groups 713
see also neuropsychological assessment
assisted living facilities, in US 790
Association for Frontotemporal Dementias (AFTD) 422, 424
asylums 745
atheroma, subclinical, vascular disease and
depression 470
atherosclerosis 272, 723
tropic, premedication before ECT 532
attention 195
alternating, testing 390
assessment 131, 138, 389–390, 391
confounding factors 390
deficits/impairment 137
in Lewy body dementias 364–365
delirium diagnosis 195
divided, testing 390
selective
Down syndrome 283
testing 389
simple span, testing 389
attributable fraction (AF) 847
audit, NHS continuing care 760
AUDIT (Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test) 667
auditory hallucinations 114
incidence/prevalences 597
Lewy body dementias 365
auditory problems, management in AD 327
auscultation, in examination 119
Australia
depression prevalence 485
malnutrition prevalence 824
autoantibodies 124
autobiographical history 130
autoimmune diseases, investigations 124
Automated Geriatric Examination for
Computer Assisted Taxonomy (AGECAT) see AGE CAT
autonomic dysfunction
depression and vascular disease 469–470
Lewy body dementias 365
autonomy 766
autoregulation, hippocampus CA1
neuronal loss 260
Axis I and II disorders see under DSM-IV
axonal transport, impairment in AD 291
Ayurveda 405–406, 407
Ayurvedic medicines 405
Babinski sign, assessment 121
‘baby boomers’ 83, 770, 857
BACE1 254, 289–290
APP cleavage 289
expression 289
increased in AD 290
inhibition by native prion protein 377
knock-out mice 254, 290
regulators 290
synthesis and transport 290
BACE2 290
backward-digit span 131
Balanced Budget Act (BBA-97) (1997) 771
Bali’s syndrome 132
Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Ageing 65
barium X-ray tests 124
Barthel Index 180
basal ganglia, in OCD 633
BASDEC scale 142
BDNF see brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)
Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) 142, 569
Beck Depression Inventory II (BDI-II) 392
bedside assessment, of cognitive functioning see cognitive functioning assessment
Beers criteria 795
Behavioral Rating Inventory of Executive Function - Adult version (BRIEF-A) 392
Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) 673
behaviour
aggressive see aggressive behaviour
changes, cognitive assessment 129–130
context-dependent, personality disorders 637
impaired
Alzheimer’s disease 229, 312
dementia classification 202
see also behavioural disturbances
maladaptive interpersonal, in personality disorders 659
in Mental State Examination (MSE) 113
positive reinforcing 543
rating/rating scales 141
rigidity 129
stabilization, delirium treatment 198
suicidal see suicidal behaviour
behavioural activation 543
behavioural and psychological symptoms (BPSD) see dementia, behavioural and psychological symptoms (BPSD)
behavioural disorders
DSM-IV 107
ICD-10 106
behavioural disturbances
Alzheimer’s disease 228, 229, 295, 312
effect on caregivers 417, 830, 832
management see behavioural management, in AD
theories underlying 324
in care homes 78
dementia 210–211, 216
impact on caregivers 830
in offenders 696
in depression 498
FTD syndromes 348, 353
management see behavioural management medical/neurological disorders 426–432
cryptococcosis 428–429, 430
herpes simplex encephalitis 429, 431
Lyme disease 427–428
neurophilis 428
tuberculosis 426–427
relocation to institutions 832
see also neuropsychiatric symptoms (non-cognitive)
behavioural factors, depression and vascular disease link 470
behavioural management
non-pharmacological
in AD see behavioural management, in AD
in FTD syndromes 353
in Lewy body dementias 367
pharmacological
in AD see behavioural management, in AD
in Lewy body dementias 368
behavioural management, in AD 312–323
non-pharmacological 324–329
for affective symptoms 325–326
for behavioural symptoms 325
cognitive interventions 326
efficacy 327
funding issues 327
to improve function 326
individualization 327
prerequisites and barriers to 327
staff training 325
theoretical frameworks for 324
pharmacological
antipsychotic drugs 319
anxiolytics 313–318
approach to 313
assessment and initiation 320
cholinesterase inhibitors 318–319
funding and prescribing 327
general principles 320
memantine 319
monitoring 320
mood stabilizers 320
other drugs 320
outcomes and goals 320
see also individual drug groups
behavioural model (in AD) 324
behavioural therapy
drug misuse 683
insomnia 701
multi-sensory 798
obsessive–compulsive disorder 633
see also cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT)
Behaviour Rating Scale 142
benzodiazepine agonists, insomnia treatment 701
benzodiazepines 625–627
abuse, dementia associated 380
in acute stress reaction 640
in alcohol withdrawal 667
anxiolytic 625, 626
chronic/long-term use 680, 683
delirium controlled by in ECT 533
delirium induced/worsened by 198
development 626, 683
psychiatric history-taking 111–112
drug interactions 626, 627
efficacy in anxiety 626
increased sensitivity to 58
indications 680
South Asia 731
institutional use 680
long half-life 626
metabolism 626, 627
misuse 680–681
alcohol abuse with 681, 682
detection 682
gender and age 681
late-onset 681
treatment 683
OBRA Interpretive Guidelines 794
pharmacokinetics 625–626
prevalence of use 680
psychiatric morbidity with 681
sedative-hypnotics 625, 626
selection, criteria 627
short to intermediate half-life 626, 627
side effects 626–627, 642, 667
ultra-short half-life 626
withdrawal 626, 683
bereavement 459, 555–558
acute stress reaction due to 640
animal companion’s death 557
child/grandchild’s death 555
concerns after 555
early phases 556–557
later phases 557–558
pre-bereavement situation 555–556
PTSD after 641
spousal 498, 499, 555, 556
cause of depression 520
as status marker, and new roles 557
at time of death 556
see also grief
bereavement overload 557
‘best interests’ 853
best interest standard 411
beta-amyloid see amyloid beta (Aβ)
beta-blockers
anxiety/anxiety disorders 628–629
PTSD 642
β-sheets 287, 372
Bethlem Hospital 12
psychiatric geriatric unit 7, 12, 13
Beveridge Report 746
biochemistry, investigations 123–124, 345
biofeedback, memory training 406, 407
biological age, offenders, needs assessment 694
biological ageing 61
quantification 60
biological risk factors, as anxiety risk factor 620
biomarkers
of ageing, criteria for 65
Alzheimer’s disease 205, 299–303
treatment benefit identification 309
see also Alzheimer’s disease, antemortem markers
dementia diagnosis, impact on epidemiology studies 211
frontotemporal dementia 350–351
Lewy body dementias 366–367
biomedical theories, successful ageing 71, 72
bipolar disorder 500, 576–588
age of onset 573, 576–577
‘burn-out’ 576
classification 458
clinical features and health service usage 579
cognitive impairment 578–579
community vs hospital prevalence 576
course 577
definition/description 576
depression as first episode 573, 577
diagnosis, clinical implications 579
early-onset 576–577, 579
epidemiology 576
euthymic 579
functional impairment association 178
genetics/family history 577
history-taking and investigations 580
late-onset 460, 573, 576–577, 579
 genetics 461
magnetic resonance spectroscopy 449, 450
management 580–583
acute mania treatment 580–582
adherence/compliance 583
APA guidelines 582
challenges in and lack of trials 580
drug therapy 582
maintenance therapy 583
psychotherapy 583
manual-based medical care model 583
mortality 576
neuroimaging 578
outcome, relapse and hospitalization 577
psychiatric/medical co-morbidity 577–578, 583
rapid cycling, valproate therapy 581
refractory, management 540
stressful life events and 579
suicidal behaviour 560
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>switch from unipolar depression 577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treatment 539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vascular subtype 578, 579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see also depression (geriatric); mania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bipolar disorder medical care model (BCM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biopsy II disorder 458, 497</td>
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